

A PARTNER IN RECOVERY

Getting a business or organization back up-and-running
following a fire, flood, high-impact weather event,
environmental mishap or other damaging scenario is
no easy matter, but Cotton’s vast experience and proven
track record in disaster recovery and restoration gives
clients the assurance that their situations will receive
immediate, expert attention. Cotton understands that
interruption of a client’s business means loss of revenue
and will work diligently to turn any unfortunate event around
in the shortest time possible. Through its commitment to
surpassing client expectations on every project, Cotton has
solidified its reputation in the field of disaster recovery.

IMMEDIATE ACTION

Key to Cotton’s effectiveness in dealing with emergencies is the
company’s 24/7 readiness to respond to any disaster immediately
and begin implementation of recovery measures in a strategically
effective way that will minimize downtime.Using state-of-theart equipment, innovative thinking and the know-how acquired
from years of training and experience, Cotton’s experienced staff
will expertly assess the damage and determine a critical path for the
recovery of all affected property. Cotton is committed to maintaining
overall job safety and OSHA standards. Cotton is committed to
maintaining overall job safety by adhering to OSHA standards and
being in strict compliance with all local, State and Federal regulations.

SERVICES INCLUDE
I 24-hour emergency services
I Rapid response and
mobilization
I Water damage restoration
I Fire damage restoration
I Mold remediation
I Catastrophe management
I Structure cleaning

I Anti-microbial product
application
I Cleaning and decontamination
of heating and air conditioning
system
I Wet document and vital records
recovery and restoration
including freeze drying services
I Removal and disposal of wet
materials

I Deodorization
I Dehumidificationm
I Desiccant/refrigerant drying

I Content cleaning,
manipulation and
inventory
I Pack-out, moving
and storage
I Emergency power
I Electronics and data
recovery

I Daily monitoring and recording
of moisture levels

From an isolated event to a regional catastrophe, Cotton can be relied upon to
protect clients’ assets and restore damaged property in the minimum time and
with limited disruption to business and daily operations. It is this efficiency
and effectiveness that has built Cotton’s reputation.
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